
V.-Note on the Resolution of Amphipleura pellucida by a Tolles’s 
Immersion ith. 

By Assistant-Surgeon J. J. WOODWARD, U. S. Army. 
IN my paper on the use of the Nobert’s plate, written in April 
last, and pubhhed in the July number of this Journal, I found 
myself compelled to make a few remarks on the objectives of Mr. 
Tolles, of Boston. I l d e  complimenting this maker on hrs excel- 
lent Korh-man;_chip, I felt constrained to say that I had not found 
that his objectires excelled those of like powers by other firat-clw 
maken. 

Late in June of the present year, howerer, I received from Mr. 
Tolles a ith, the performance of which is so remarkable that I take 
pleasure III drawing attention to it. 

This objective is so made &g to work either dry or immersion, 
and it is of i k  performanoe when used wet that I desire to speak. 
Its magnifying power at 48 inches distance between micrometer and 
screen (without an eye-piece) ~EI 250 diameters when corrected for 
immersion uncovered, 275 diameters when corrected for the thickest 
cover through which it d work. It is therefore of rather higher 
power than a jth? but less than a ith. 

Now, with thu objective I find no difXculty in resolving Ant- 
phipleura pellucida, the objective succeasfull~ displaying the trans- 
verse striae on all but the most minute and difficult frustules. 

To illustrate the character of the performance, I send you here- 
with two positives on glass from negatives taken by this $th.* 

The h t  shows two frustules ma@ed 256 diameters. It is 
of course necessary to uw a lens, or a low power of the compound 
microscope, to see the striae, which wdl be found to be quite sharp. 

The second shows the same two frustules magnified 920 dia- 
meters. The striae can be seen with the naked eye, still better with 
a lens. 

I send no paper prints of these neptives, because, on account 
of the fineness of the striae, as seen mth the above powers, they 
would not be satis-wfactoq. 

I add, hoffe-ier, a third positive, representing the same frustules 
ma,ded 1140 diameters by the immersion &h of Powell and 

This picture certainly shows that the new !,th cannot be claimed 
to supersede the highest po-xers at present in use, yet nevertheless 
is not, in my opinion, injurious to the ith, for it must be mentioned 
that the immersion &th of Powell and Lealand, with which this 
picture was taken, ma,des at 48 inches distance, without an eye- 

* The photographs are admirable. They are at the Society’s rooms, where 
they my be seen.-&. M. M. J.’ 

Lealand. 




